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Magnetotransport of nÄ3Õ2 composite fermions under periodic effective magnetic-field modulation
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We report magntetotranport measurements around a filling factorn5
3
2 of two-dimensional electron gas

under weak unidirectional periodic potential modulation. Composite fermions~CF’s! at n5
3
2 which are the

electron-hole conjugate ofn5
1
2 CF’s, show positive magnetoresistance~PMR! and oscillatory

magnetoresistance—commensurability oscillation~CO!—for a modulation period ofa592 nm. Minima of the
CO occur at the positions expected for commensurability with effective magnetic-field modulation, and are
consistent with the field-dependent Fermi wave numberkF resulting from field-dependent density of then
5

3
2 CF’s. The positions are consistent withkF for fully spin-polarized CF’s, except for one dip which is better

explained by a fully spin-unpolarizedkF , smaller by factor& than its spin-polarized counterpart. With the
introduction of in-plane magnetic field by tilting, the PMR shows unexpected asymmetry: it grows both in its
magnitude and extent on the lower-field side, while it shrinks on the higher-field side.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.113310 PACS number~s!: 73.21.2b, 73.43.2f, 71.10.Pm, 73.50.Jt
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The concept of composite fermions~CF’s! is an ingenious
scheme that maps the fractional quantum Hall eff
~FQHE!, which owes its origin to complicated many-bod
effects, onto the much simpler integer quantum Hall effe1

The prototype of a CF is that formed at a filling factorn
5 1

2 by attaching two flux quanta to an electron. Away fro
n5 1

2 , the CF’s ‘‘feel’’ an effective magnetic field Beff5B'

2B1/2, whereB' is the field perpendicular to the plane
the two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG!. ~Bn[neF0 /n
signifies the field giving the fillingn, with F05h/e the flux
quantum andne the electron density.! Up to the present,
quite a few pieces of experimental evidence have b
accumulated2,3 that show that composite particle can be
garded as a real entity rather than a theoretical exped
Because of the electron-hole symmetry, CF’s are also form
at n5 3

2 . Here two flux quanta are attached to a hole from
n52 state. Since the number of electrons accommodate
the lowest two spin-split Landau levels is proportional
B' , it follows that the density of holes,nh , hence that of the
n5 3

2 CF’s, nCF, depends onB' as

nCF5nh52B' /F02ne . ~1!

This is fundamentally different from then5 1
2 CF’s,

which have a fixed density equal tone . As a result, the
effective magnetic field reads

Beff5B'22nCFF0523~B'2B3/2!. ~2!

Unlike the case ofn5 1
2 , Beff changes three times as fa

asB' . A periodic potential modulation is accompanied by
periodic variation inne , which is equivalent to a periodic
modulation ofBeff for CF’s. It is then anticipated that CF’s i
periodic potential modulation behave much like electrons
der periodic magnetic-field modulation.4,5 ~More precisely,
CF’s are subject to modulation of both potential andBeff .
However, the efficacy of the latter by far exceeds that of
former.! Two kinds of characteristic manifestations of th
effect of unidirectional periodic modulation of potenti
and/or magnetic fields on the low-field magnetotransport
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known: positive magnetoresistance~PMR! at low fields with
a peak position determined by the magnitude of
modulation,6 and oscillatory magnetoresistance originati
from the commensurability between the cyclotron radiusRc
5\kF /euB'u and the modulation perioda @commensurabil-
ity oscillation ~CO!#.7 The CO has a characteristic phase fa
tor depending on the type of modulation,4,5,8 i.e., the minima
appear at

2Rc /a5n6 1
4 ~n51,2,3,...!, ~3!

where the positive~negative! sign is for the magnetic-field
~potential! modulation. Earlier attempts to observe a simi
behavior forn51/2 CF’s ~Ref. 9! showed only PMR. PMR
is sometimes observed even in a plain 2DEG,10 albeit much
smaller in magnitude, and is attributed to a random poten
translated into a random modulation ofBeff .

11 Therefore, pe-
riodicity is not a prerequisite for the appearance of PM
The observation of CO has been elusive until quite recent3

Two important requirements must be met in order to obse
CO: first, the perioda has to be small enough compared wi
the mean free pathLCF of the CF’s, so that commensurabilit
is not blurred by scattering; second, the amplitudeB0 of the
Beff modulation should not exceed the largestBeff that fulfills
Eq. ~3!, since otherwise cyclotron motion would be inhibite
Corresponding requirements also apply to electrons at
fields, but for CF’s the conditions are much harder to m
for the following reasons. First,LCF is much smaller than the
electron mean free pathLe . Second,B05(Dne /ne)B1/2

@B053(Dne /ne)B3/2# for the n5 1
2 (n5 3

2 ) CF’s can be
quite large12 becauseB1/2 and B3/2 are typically several T,
whereDne is the amplitude of the electron-density modul
tion, and the bar denotes the spatial average of the respe
quantity. In the present paper, we report an observation
both PMR and CO for then5 3

2 CF’s. The requirements
mentioned above are met by the employment of a short
riod a592 nm, which is about a factor of 3 smaller than t
smallest period used in Ref. 3. Several minima of CO giv
by Eq. ~3! ~1 sign! with indices up ton53 are observed, in
contrast to Ref. 3, where onlyn51 structures were seen
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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With the introduction of an in-plane field by tilting th
sample, PMR takes on an unexpected asymmetry betw
positive and negativeBeff .

Samples are fabricated from GaAs/AlxGa12xAs 2DEG
with a mobility m576 m2/V s ~at 4.2 K! and ne52.1
31015m22. The heterointerface resides at the depthd
590 nm. The 2DEG wafer is defined into a 37-mm-wide
Hall bar. Unidirectional potential modulation is introduce
by placing a grating made of negative electron-beam res13

on the surface; the strain thus introduced induces a pote
modulation via piezoelectric effect.14,15The Hall bar has two
sets of voltage probes, so that the longitudinal resistivityrxx
and the Hall resistivityrxy of both the section with the grat
ing on top and the adjoining section without grating can
measured. The lower panel of Fig. 1 shows low-fieldrxx at
4.2 K. Traces for both modulated and adjacent unmodula
parts are shown. The CO for electrons is only barely visi
at 0.2<B<0.45 T for the modulated part, attesting to t
presence of the modulation and the smallness of its am
tude.@Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! oscillation is seen at*0.45
T, which has a 1/B period clearly different from the lowe
field oscillation.# The oscillation appears clearly by takin
the difference of the two traces, as shown in the upper pa
with the positions of minima given by Eq.~3! ~2 sign! de-
noted by vertical ticks with their indicesn. By the analysis of
the oscillation amplitude reported elsewhere,15 the modula-
tion amplitude is evaluated to beV050.015 meV, or 0.2% of
the Fermi energyEF . The small amplitude is attribute
mainly to the small value ofa/d(.1).

Measurements at higher fields are carried out in a t
loading 3He-4He dilution refrigerator with anin situ sample
rotation probe, placed in a 17-T superconducting magne
standard ac lock-in technique~16 Hz! is used for resistivity
measurements. Figure 2 showsrxx at fields betweenn52
and 1 for three different bath temperatures from the b
temperature~;20 mK! up to 350 mK. Since a relatively high
excitation current (I 5100 mA) is employed for the signal
to-noise consideration, the electron temperature can be
siderably higher than the bath temperature; the difference
be up to about 50 mK for the base temperature.16 ~For the
purpose of the present paper, the qualitative temperature
pendence suffices.! As can be seen in the figure, the PM

FIG. 1. Lower panel:rxx of a 2DEG with and without modula
tion. Upper panel: the difference of the two traces. Positions gi
by Eq. ~3! ~the negative sign! are marked by vertical bars with
indicesn.
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emanating from then5 3
2 filling with the CO on both sides is

observed only for the modulated part of the sample. Fr
rxx at n5 3

2 , the mean free path is calculated to beLCF
.1.1mm at the base temperature, and to decrease slig
with temperature. Apparently, perioda592 nm is on the
verge of the observability limit of the PMR and CO for th
value ofLCF; the sample made from an identical 2DEG w
fer with a slightly larger perioda5115 nm shows only a
slight and rather asymmetric dent which might be the inco
plete sign of PMR, and no CO is observed at all. The FQ
features atn5 5

3 and 4
3 diminish rapidly with temperature.17

By comparison, both PMR and CO are much more rob
against temperature, as is the case with the correspon
phenomena for the electrons at low fields. By analogy
electrons,8,15 the characteristic temperature describing t
damping of the CO of CF is expected to be a factorakF/2 as
large as that for the FQHE—the SdH oscillation of CF
Sincea is small andkF is aboutA2/3 of the electrons~see
below!, akF/2.4.3 is not so large but is still significantly
larger than unity. The PMR extends up touBeffu;0.4 T. The
modulation amplitudeB0 is ;35 mT if one assumes tha
Dne /ne5V0 /EF , deduced at low fields, is also valid at hig
fields. With thisB0 , it is difficult to explain the observed
PMR solely by the channeled orbit,6 suggesting that othe
mechanisms proposed19,20 for n5 1

2 CF’s is also operative,
and/or the modulation amplitude is effectively larger f
CF’s than for electrons.21

The values ofBeff giving the minima~or sometimes smal
dents! are read from the data in Fig. 2~vertical short lines
between 250 and 350-mK traces!, and the corresponding val
ues of 2Rc /a with Rc5\kF /euBeffu are plotted in Fig. 3
against the indices, which are taken as the integer neare
the value of 2Rc /a attached with the sign ofBeff . In the
calculation ofkF , spins of CF are assumed to be fully p
larized, hencekF5A4pnCF, which varies with field@see Eq.

n
FIG. 2. rxx at higher fields for three different~bath! tempera-

tures. Solid and dotted curves are for modulated and unmodul
parts, respectively. A close-up of the vicinity ofn5

3
2 for the modu-

lated part is shown in the right panel. Positions of minima cal
lated by Eq.~3! with a positive sign~Ref. 18!, assuming a fully
spin-polarized~fully spin-unpolarized! kF , are shown by solid
downward~open upward! triangles with their indices.~The sign of
Beff is attached ton for clarity.! The vertical lines between two
higher-temperature traces indicate the occurrence of minima, w
is replotted in Fig. 3.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 113310
~1!#. For comparison, the values of 2Rc /a calculated with a
constantkF5A4pne/3, usingnCF at the exact fillingn5 3

2 ,
are also plotted. Straight lines in Fig. 3 indicate the theor
cally expected positions given by Eq.~3! ~1 sign!, demon-
strating that the observed minima are consistent with theBeff
modulation and with the field-dependentkF , except for one
dip with the index of 2 that fails to fall on the line~occurring
at Beff.0.7 T!. The exceptional dip has 2Rc /a.1.74, and
seems at first glace consistent with Eq.~3! with a negative
sign. However, it is difficult to attribute this dip to comme
surability of CF’s with the direct potential modulation for th
following two reasons. First, the potential and theBeff modu-
lations are, due to the origin of the latter, expected to be
phase. For in-phase modulation, the positions of mini
shift from Eq.~3! according to the relative amplitude of th
two types of modulations, rather than showing independ
minima corresponding to each type.4,8 Second, the oscillation
amplitude for the direct potential modulation is calculated
be orders of magnitude smaller than that for theBeff modu-
lation if one applies the theory for electrons:8 the ratio is
@(V0 /EF)(1/B0)F0(kF/2a)#2.p/(12a2ne) and is about
;0.015 for the present sample. In Fig. 3, we have assum
fully polarized spin for the CF’s. However, the spin pola
ization of CF’s is still an issue of controversy, especially f
n5 3

2 . Geometric resonance with a surface acoustic wav22

defineskF consistent with~almost! the full spin polarization
of the n5 3

2 CF’s, while the angular-dependent magn
totransport coincidence measurement23 suggests polarization
ratio of about 5:3. In general, for a partially polarized syst
with a population ratiof 1 : f 2( f 11 f 251), kF is defined for
each branch askF,i5A4pnCFf i ~i 51 and 2!, and, in prin-
ciple, commensurability for each branch can take pla
independently.24 In the other extreme case of fully unpola
ized spins,f 15 f 250.5, and both branches have an identi
kF5A2pnCF which is a factor of& smaller than the fully
polarized case. With the use of this fully unpolarizedkF ,
2Rc /a51.74 reduces to 1.23, and conforms with the the
for the Beff modulation.~Also see the right panel of Fig. 2.!
This suggests, if taken literally, the coexistence of fully sp
polarized and fully spin-unpolarized phases. The data wo
be more readily understandable if we could find a set off 1
and f 2 that fulfills the conditionf 11 f 251 and explains ob-
served minima. However, thenth minima of the dominant
branch (f i>0.5) should appear somewhere between the

FIG. 3. Plot of 2Rc /a corresponding torxx minima, usingkF

5A4pnCF, with nCF given by Eq.~1! ~solid squares!. The straight
lines connect the positions expected from Eq.~3! ~the positive sign!.
2Rc /a calculated assuming that constantkF at n5

3
2 is also plotted

~open squares!.
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extreme cases, i.e., fully spin polarized (f 51) and fully spin
unpolarized (f 50.5), shown in the right panel of Fig. 2, an
therefore cannot explain any of the minima observed. Ob
ously, more studies are necessary to clarify this puzzl
result.

In order to explain the relative magnitude of the observ
oscillatory features, several factors should be taken into
count. As a general trend, the oscillation amplitude decrea
with decreasinguBeffu. This explains the weakness of th
minima63 ~a 13 minimum is even difficult to observe! and
the absence of oscillation with higher indices. However, d
for the indices61 are less conspicuous than those for62.
This can be accounted for by the intervention of then5 5

3

and 4
3 FQHE’s.Beff’s for 61 enter~or are about to enter! the

region of deep downward slope for the FQHE’s, whose a
plitudes are orders of magnitude larger than the present
The FQHE becomes more pronounced with decreasing t
perature, making61 minima more difficult to recognize
Qualitatively the same things happen for the Weiss osci
tion of electrons. AtB*0.45 T ~at 4.2 K!, oscillations with
lower indices are modified both in their amplitude and pha
and sometimes totally hidden, by the SdH effect for o
small a and V0 systems~see Fig. 1 and Ref. 15!. Another
factor that affects the oscillation amplitude is one peculiar
n5 3

2 CF’s. From Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, kF5A4pnCF

5A4p(ne22Beff /F0)/3, henceLCF5\kFm/e decrease with
Beff . This will make the dips in theBeff.0 side less pro-
nounced than the corresponding dips in theBeff,0 side,
which can actually be observed in Fig. 2.

We have also investigated the effect of in-plane fieldBi

by tilting the sample~Fig. 4!. Quite unexpectedly, the PMR
becomes asymmetric with a tilt angleu: the PMR on the
Beff.0 side grows larger, extending up to largerBeff , while
it shrinks on theBeff,0 side. On the other hand, the positio
of the CO minima marked by vertical lines remain prac
cally unchanged at least forBeff,0,25 although their ampli-
tudes show a nonmonotonic change withu. For Beff.0, the
CO becomes less visible by the intervention of the enhan
PMR. A plausible source of the asymmetry is an asymme
LCF: LCF becomes smaller~larger! with uBeffu for Beff
.0(Beff,0). However, no simple reason can be readily fou
for this asymmetry to be enhanced byBi . For the n5 1

2

CF’s,3 the PMR is seen to become asymmetric with an
crease of the period. Also, oura5115 nm sample shows a

FIG. 4. Resistivity~at base temperature! with several tilt angles
u defined in the right panel. Solid and open triangles are the sam
in Fig. 2. Traces for the unmodulated part are also shown.
0-3
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asymmetric dent aroundn5 3
2 , as mentioned above. A sim

lar trend can occur ifLCF is decreased with a fixed period
However,rxx at n5 3

2 for our sample does not change b
tilting, suggesting thatLCF remains unaffected byBi . A re-
cent theory20 demonstrated that the presence of both pot
tial andBeff modulations leads to an asymmetric PMR. B
again, it is difficult to connect this toBi . The tilt-induced
asymmetry remains unexplained at the moment. It would
quite interesting to know whether or not similar asymmetr
also occur for then5 1

2 CF’s. Unfortunately tilt experiments
for the n5 1

2 CF’s generally require much higher fields tha
are available in superconducting magnets.

In summary, we have successfully observed PMR and
of n5 3

2 CF’s under unidirectionalBeff modulation, by em-
ploying a short-period modulation. Most of the CO minim
.
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are found to be consistent with the fully spin-polarizedkF ,
which varies with the field. We have also observed a sin
minimum whose position is apparently consistent with t
fully unpolarizedkF . Together with the unexpected evolu
tion of asymmetry in the PMR withBi , this calls for further
study.
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